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(a) Explain instruction set completeness. Is the Instruction set of the

Basic Computer Complete? Justiff your answer'
(b) Explain Direct Memory Access (DMA).

i"i P*pf"i, the various diffrculties encountered in an instruction pipeline'
Also explain how these can be avoided.

(d) Explain associative memory and how it function.
(e) Design a 4 bit Adder-Subtractor-

Unit-I

(a) Explain the operation of a 4 bit Arithmetic Circuit'
(b) Explain Instruction cYcle.

Q3 (a) The outputs of 4 registers RO, R1, R2, R3 are connected through 4 to' 
1 multiplexer to thJinput of a fifth register R5. Each register is 8 bits
long. The following transfer are dictated by four timing variables T0,

TL, T2, T3 as follows:

T0: R5 <- R0
T1: R5 <- R1
T2: R5 <- R2
T3: R5 <- R3

The timing variables are mutually exclusive that means only one can
be active "t 

orr" time while the remaining ttrree are 0. Draw the block
d.iagram showing the transfers. (7"51

(b) The content of the AC in the Basic Computer is hexadecima-l A937 "

The initial value of E is 1. Determine the contents of AC, E, PC, AR &
IR in hexadecimal after the execution of the CLA instnrction' Repeat

11 times more starting from each register reference instruction. The
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initial value of PC is hexadecimal 021.

Unit'il .'l

(a) Explain the various types of Instrrrction Formats.
(b) Explain Instmction pipeline.

(a) Explain the various Addressing Formats in detail.
(b) Explain memory interleaving.

Untt-ilI

Q6 (a) Construct a 4x4 Array Multiplier
(b) Explain the working of a First in First Out Buffer'
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Note: Attempt dng fioe questions including Q.no.7 u;hich is compulsory'
Select one question from each unlL
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(a) Draw a flowchart for Booth Multiplication.
(b) Explain As5mchronous Serial Transfer in detail.

(7.5)
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Unit-IV

(a) A virtual memory has address space of 8K words, memory space of 4K
words & page & block sizes of 1K words. The following page reference
occur at a given time:
420L26L+Ot2357
Determine which 4 pages are there in main memory using LRU &

.- Il|o 9tratery. (z.sl
(b) what is the purpose of a cache memory? Explain its writing policies.(Bf

what is virtual Memory? why is it required? Explain Logical to physical
address mapping using segment and page table with the help tr anexample. (12.51
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